
AI Enabled Solution Designed for Data Mining During Incident Response�

WatchtowerAI Benefits

Error Reduction
By reducing manual and 
human work, we eradicate 
errors, ensuring the highest 
quality results.

Timely Support
We empower cyber lawyers and 
their clients with the information 
they need in a timely manner, 
enabling them to meet the strict 
regulatory deadlines.

www.evolver inc .com/Watch towerAI

Efficiency Redefined
Our solution offers a 
quicker, more efficient, 
and cost-effective path to 
notification, surpassing 
industry standards.

With WatchtowerAI, you're not just getting software; you're getting a game-changing solution that streamlines 
data mining during incident response, reduces errors, and empowers you and your clients to meet regulatory 

requirements efficiently. It's time to embrace the future of incident response with WatchtowerAI.

Why WatchtowerAI?
The current method relies on manual methods or reverse-engineered 
eDiscovery technology, resulting in over and under-inclusive search results. 
We’ve taken a different approach, producing a consolidated and deduplicated 
notification list that minimizes the need for human intervention.

At Evolver, we understand the pressing challenges organizations face when it comes to identifying sensitive information and promptly notifying 
relevant parties in the event of an incident. The current manual processes are not only time-consuming, but also error-prone, leading to unnecessary 
costs and delays. This is where WatchtowerAI emerges as the ultimate purpose-built solution for data mining during incident response.

The critical breakthrough 
lies in our ability to 
associate entity owners 
with these sensitive 
elements – PII and PHI. 

Our cutting-edge tool is equipped 
to automatically identify over 617 
reportable Personally Identifiable 
Information (PII) and Protected 
Health Information (PHI) elements. 
But that’s just the beginning.

WatchtowerAI leverages 
the power of AI to 
revolutionize data mining 
during incident response 
(IR). 

This revolutionary tool 
significantly reduces the 
need for human intervention 
in data extraction and entity 
association during the 
ingestion process.

AI Powered

Faster Results

Lower Costs

Our Solution: WatchtowerAI
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